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2023 Takeaways
v Karma continues to produce strong double digit YOY growth

v Double Digit growth every year since we launched back in 2011

v Newly installed cap production line allows for 3x capacity (completed Dec 2021) – no inventory 
issues

v “Better for you” & Immune supporting beverages continue to grow in popularity 
since pandemic occurred
v Probiotics continue to be a hot topic as well as the emerging CBD market

v Probiotics account for ~80% of total volume

v Strategic Partnership formed with Constellation Brands (Fortune 500 Co.) in 2020
v 1st NA investment ever by Constellation……..Full DSD coverage in 47 states

v NEW Clean Energy line - launching Q4 2023
v natural caffeine, adaptogens, and patented Cognizin – different than all other offerings

v National digital marketing campaign (Youtube, Facebook, Instagram, Connected TV - 
Hulu, Tik Tok) continues to run and drive new impressions and visibility

Year Case Growth
2016 96%
2017 36%
2018 18%
2019 37%
2020 40%
2021 65%
2022 13%



Why Karma Water?



The Natural  Science behind the Brand…
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THE PROBLEM
Premixed drinks do not deliver on their promise… 
consumers do not get what they pay for.
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A global food science 
company study validated 
that the active ingredients 
in premixed drinks 
deteriorate rapidly. 



THE SOLUTION
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Karma stores vitamins, and 
nutrients in the protective 
Push Cap until the consumer 
infuses the ingredients just 
seconds before drinking.

This assures optimal potency 
at the time of consumption.



UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

Karma Push Cap Technology: 

Karma’s Push Cap is a unique, patented ingredient 
delivery system that allows our vitamins and 
nutrients to stay protected until the time of 
consumption.

Keeping ingredients separate is particularly 
important for ingredients such as vitamins that lose 
their effectiveness due degradation.

Karma delivers optimal natural energy.
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Our Lines:
Probiotic Water
Energy Water
CBD Water 



2 billion active cultures are kept in the KarmaCap until
you’re ready to drink. Formulated with

GanedenBC30 (Bacillus coagulans GBI-30, 6086), a  
patented strain of probiotic bacteria. Plus 100% of fresh  

vitamins A, E, B3, B5, B6 & B12. Peel Push & Shake to  
infuse the probiotic nutrition into the water and replenish  

your body to support digestive health.
Just another reason to #BelieveInKarma

The Undiluted Truth In 
Immune Support



Food and Beverage Industry Drives the Growth

Growth Factors of the Probiotic Market
INCREASING HEALTH AWARENESS: The 
increasing interest in healthcare and the health benefits of 
probiotics

INCREASING AWARENESS OF BETTER 
IMMUNITY SYSTEM: Probiotics help to prevent the 
growth of harmful bacteria in the digestive tract improving 
nutrient absorption, digestive health, immunity, and overall 
well-being.

INCREASE IN DEMAND FOR NATURAL 
PRODUCTS: The Increase in the awareness of using 
natural products to live a healthy life is the factor affecting 
the growth of the market. This is due to the increased 
consumption of functional foods and beverages that 
provide basic nutritional support and enhance health.

Source: Market.Us March 16, 2023
Source:  International Food Information Council

Probiotic Market Expected to reach $131B by 2032
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C O M I N G  S O O N

Orange
Mango

Pineapple 
Coconut

3  F r e s h  N e w  F l a v o r s :  Dominating the Trends

Blueberry 
Watermelon

Raspberry 
Peach

Melon 
Dragonfruit

NEW!!!!



KARMA ENERGY WATER  –  All of the function, none of the fizz.
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Natural Energy & Mental Focus

• Natural Caffeine: 150mg sourced from Green Tea 
extract & B Complex Vitamins

• Nootropics: Cognizin® a patented Citicoline 
designed to support mental focus, attention & recall

• Adaptogens: Yerba Mate & Maca Extract
• 100% of Essential Vitamins: C & B-Complex
• Low Sugar: 4 grams of sugar per bottle
• No artificial colors, flavors, or preservatives



FUNCTIONAL. ESSENTIAL. NATURAL.
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U.S. Energy Market Expected to Reach $42.9B by 2030
Doubling in next 8 years

• Energy Drinks continue to build momentum with 
stalwarts of the category only combining for 
11% of the total growth

• Majority of growth comes from NEW players to 
the category and innovation

• Consumers making smarter energy choices 
through education and media reports

• Global Energy Drink Market was at $86.3B in 
2021 – expected to hit $177.6B by 2030

-------------------------------------------------------------------
• Non-Carbonated Energy Drinks experiencing 

growth largely due to “Functional Fitness” brands

• Functional Properties like: Metabolic boosting, 
Mental Focus, and Energy!!

• Non-Carbonated has an overall “safer” 
connotation for today’s energy consumer
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TARGET CONSUMER
• New energy consumer  
demanding a healthier 
form of energy

•Millennials/Gen Z 
becoming more aware of 
ingredients & overall 
health

• Interested in non-
carbonated natural option

• Seeking functional 
benefits for mind & body
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KARMA — ENERGY REDEFINED
Dare to be different from the countless slim 
cans with carbonated energy, containing 
processed sweeteners and preservatives. 
Go all-natural, not just natural flavor.



KARMA — ENERGY REDEFINED
• Non-Carbonated
• Energy Water
• Clear liquids in a clear package
• One-of-a-kind Push Cap
• Interactive 
• Transformative (water to natural energy) 
• Non-GMO (no use of processed sugars or 

preservatives)



A NATURAL ENERGY DRINK... THAT IS ACTUALLY NATURAL.

Karma Energy is natural 
& non-GMO.

Others contain artificial 
ingredients, preservatives or 
processed sweeteners like 

sucralose or erythritol.
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Trends/Data/Retailers



Karma Voted: Best Probiotic Drink
• You may have heard of kombucha and kefir — common probiotic 
drinks. If you’re in the mood for something that’ll keep you hydrated (much 
like the No. 1 recommended drink, H2O), try the Karma Wellness Berry 
Cherry-Flavored Water.
• “Look for live and active cultures and pair probiotics with prebiotic-
containing foods such as making a ‘shake’ with kefir and an underripe 
banana (rich in prebiotics),” Garden-Robinson said.
• This probiotic drink happens to contain not one, not two, but 2 billion live 
cultures to help offer digestive health support. It also contains 
GanedenBC30 which is “essential in delivering six times more active 
ingredients than premixed vitamin drinks”
• Oh, and if you’re more of a soda guy or gal, we have relatively bad 
news.”Sodas in general are not the healthiest beverages…” Garden-
Robinson explains. “

The 10 best probiotics of 2023 (NY Post): 
Experts share benefits and how to choose

By Victoria Giardina
Published Sep. 27, 2023, 4:43 p.m. ET

Though nearly all medical experts you speak with will likely 
advocate to include probiotic-rich foods into your diet as a first step 
and best practice, taking a probiotic supplement daily “may benefit 
skin conditions, aid digestion and combat gastrointestinal issues 
such as diarrhea or constipation,” Garden-Robinson notes, where a 
probiotic’s beneficial microbes “may help boost immunity and 
help complete the breakdown of food.”

https://nypost.com/article/best-probiotics-benefits/


NOTE: INSURGENTS ARE SCREENED BASED ON PERFORMANCE OVER PRIOR 
FIVE-YEAR PERIOD
SOURCE: NIELSEN IQ; BAIN ANALYSIS

• DEFINED AS THOSE FMCG BRANDS THAT GENERATE MORE THAN $25MM IN 
ANNUAL REVENUES, HAVE GROWN MORE THAN 10X CATEGORY AVG & HAVE 
REMAINED AN INDEPENDENT COMPANY

• KARMA WAS FIRST RECOGNIZED IN 2022 
• BRANDS ACCOUNT FOR LESS THAN 2% SHARE BUT CAPTURED 10% OF THE 

CATEGORY GROWTH
• BAIN RECOGNIZED 99 BRANDS ACROSS MORE THAN 40 CATEGORIES 

KARMA WATER RECOGNIZED FOR 2ND YEAR IN A ROW 
AS AN INSURGENT BRAND BY BAIN & CO



• Karma up 59.3% (Food) and 16.3% (Conv) versus overall  
FOOD categories being down 7% and CONV up just 1.3%

• Bai consistently losing share in all accounts – over 
spaced at this point.  Less $/TDP than Karma



• Karma up 36.9 (Food) and 25.8% (Conv) L4 wks versus 
FOOD  category being down 10.1% and CONV up 7.7%

• Karma one of 6 brands positive in both panels channels



Retail Distribution



Find Your Good Inside

www. d r i n k k a rma . c om

Thank you for your time and we hope to be 
boosting Immune Support and adding Energy 

within your wholesaler in 2024



www. d r i n k k a rma . c om

Appendix



Geo-Targeting Through Social Media 
We have the ability to reach your shoppers through geo-targeting across our social media 
platforms. Advertise promotions & drive foot traffic to your stores.
Advertise across all social platforms to reach your shoppers where they are most active

We can target shoppers on Instagram, Facebook, TikTok, Twitter & Pinterest with paid ads (ad spend varies based 
on audience size and number of locations).

Geo-Targeting

Provide our team with a list of zip codes for your stores and we can get in front of those consumers that already 
shop at your store or we can target new shoppers to their closest store location. We can direct shoppers to our store 
locator or to your retailer page.

Promotions

Make shoppers aware of the Karma promotion happening in your store & ensure that they pick it up
on their next visit or add it to their cart online for pick-up! We can run the campaigns for a select
amount of time that the promotion is happening.

Reporting

After the campaign is complete, our team can share a report on how the campaign performed-how
many people were reached, who clicked to find a store near them, how many people engaged with
the post and which locations performed best.



Karma Water
Merchandising Resources

Karma Plastic Rack
Holds 9 cases

Karma Metal Rack
Holds 9 cases



Citicoline is a potent brain-health 
nutrient and nootropic.

A proprietary form of citicoline, 
Cognizin® has been clinically 
studied to support mental 
energy, focus and attention.

P O W E R E D  B Y  C O G N I Z I N ®
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Cannabidiols in premixed CBD drinks deteriorate in 
water. But Karma’s patented, protective push cap 

guarantees that our proprietary blend of CBD, 
adaptogens and essential vitamins is delivered at 

peak potency. Just peel, push and shake to 
#BelieveinKarma

§ Just peel, push, shake & infuse CBD + adaptogens into 
the water.

§ 25 mg of Cannabidiol 
§ Plus 100% of fresh vitamins A, E, C & B Vitamins & 

adaptogens 
§ 100% THC-Free
§ Non-Psychoactive
§ BPA Free
§ Kosher
§ No Preservatives

Karma Delivers on Its Promise…
Winner of Best New 
       CBD Beverage 
            for 2022
-Newsweek/BrandSpark


